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Constantly maintain your intoxication and become a carefree emperor. Become complete
and equal through intense effort and make preparations to return home with the Father.
Today, BapDada is seeing the gathering of carefree emperors. This gathering is held at only this time
because all the children have given their worries (fikar) to the Father and have taken intoxication (fakhur)
from Him. This gathering is held at only this time. From the moment that each one of you wake up in the
morning and perform actions, you remain carefree and move along as an emperor, do you not? This carefree
life is so lovely! What are the visible signs of being carefree? The light of the sparkling soul is visible on
the forehead of each one. How did you make your life carefree? The Father took worry away from all the
children’s lives and gave them intoxication. Those who do not have intoxication in their lives, that is, those
who have worries do not have a light shining on their foreheads. Instead lines of burden are visible on their
foreheads. So, tell me, what do you prefer? Do you prefer light or burden? Even if there is some burden burden means worry - you can give that worry to the Father and take intoxication from Him. All of you do
like a carefree life, do you not? All those who are seeing you also prefer a carefree life.
So, today, BapDada is seeing the sparkling lights on the foreheads of all the children everywhere- whether
you are sitting in front here or wherever you are sitting. So, do you remain constantly carefree or do you
sometimes worry? Do you have any worries? Since the Father has made you a conqueror of matter and a
conqueror of vices, how can you have any worry? So, raise your hand if you have become carefree. Have
you become this forever? Have you become this forever or only sometimes? There are still those who are
carefree only sometimes. You are not raising your hands. BapDada does not want to see hands for this.
BapDada wants to see every child as a carefree emperor. If you sometimes have a worry, then a very easy
method when there is a little worry is to change “mine” (mera) into “Yours” (Tera). To change this limited
“mine”, to change “mine” into “Yours” is a very easy method. You say, “My Baba”, and so what is “mine”?
So, the limited mine has finished, has it not? It is now “My Baba”. All of you say from your hearts, “My
Baba, lovely Baba, sweet Baba”, do you not? So, is it difficult to merge the “mine” with “Yours”? What is
the difference? Just “m” and “T” – it is such a small difference! You had the thought “Everything is
Yours”, so what remains mine? Mine is Baba.
BapDada saw that the majority of you children have made the limited “mine” into “Yours”, and so what
have you become? Carefree emperors! So, today, BapDada is seeing all of you children as carefree
emperors. Look, even on the path of devotion when they create your images, they are created with a doublecrown. There is firstly the crown of light because the sign of a carefree soul is the sparkling light on the
forehead and the second crown is shown for becoming victorious over the vices. Therefore, since BapDada
has taken away your worries and given you intoxication pay attention to what you have become. You have
become a carefree emperor. Since you have become an emperor you also need a throne. So, BapDada has
made you a master of three thrones. Do you know which three thrones they are? One is the throne of the
centre of your forehead, which everyone has. The second throne is BapDada’s heart-throne and the third
throne is the throne of the world – the throne of sovereignty. All of you have these three thrones, do you
not? The most elevated throne is BapDada’s heart-throne. Therefore, check whether you remain seated on
that throne. Who can sit on BapDada’s heart-throne? Those who have made BapDada sit constantly on
their heart-throne; those who are always in their elevated stage of a master almighty authority. So, check
whether you are always seated on the heart-throne or whether you sometimes go into the mud. This body
consciousness is the mud. As you have been in the mud for a long time, you don’t go back into the mud
sometimes, do you?
So, BapDada is giving all the children a signal of the time. He is making you make the lesson of “suddenly”
very firm. This is why you have to give a lot of importance to the time of the confluence age because in this
one birth you have to create a reward of many births. This is why BapDada had given you a signal that you
have to pay attention at the confluence age to two things at every moment. You must have remembered
these two things? Time and thoughts. All the children have remained courageous to give up their waste
thoughts to BapDada through their thoughts. So, check whether you have maintained that courage forever.
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Because when you children keep courage once, the Father gives a thousand-fold help. So, what do you
think? Is the determined thought you have placed in front of the Father with courage that you will not have
any waste thoughts forever? Because a lot of time goes into waste thoughts and, according to the present
time, your task is to give the message to the souls of the world. So, you have to finish all your waste
thoughts for only then will you be able to give the experience of peace and happiness to unhappy souls.
BapDada feels compassion on seeing the unhappy souls. You also feel compassion when you see your
unhappy sisters and brothers, do you not?
BapDada saw that, at present, everyone has the interest, has made plans and has also done it practically for
celebrating the Jubilee of 75 years. This is what BapDada wants. All the programmes you have done were
very good and BapDada is congratulating you for those. However, now, according to the time, you have to
make them into heirs quickly so that they can claim at least a right to some inheritance. Many of them say
that this is very good. BapDada has also seen this result from the service of you children and the Father is
also pleased with you children. You are doing everything from your hearts and now, according to the time,
everyone is listening to you with interest. There is at least this much difference. They find it all very good,
but now make them good and enable them to claim a right to the inheritance in whatever way possible.
BapDada has already signaled to you earlier for this: Now, according to the time you need to become an
intense effort-maker. In order to become an intense effort-maker, the main effort you need is to put a full
stop in one second. One second and putting a full stop should both be simultaneous. So, now BapDada is
seeing the carefree emperor form of you children. You have to experience this form all the time. When
anything or anyone comes in front of you, just merge “mine” into “Yours”.
BapDada saw that it is Thursday today and that many children have reached BapDada. BapDada said: Two
days of the week are special: Thursday and Sunday. Thursday is the day of the Guru, so what do you
receive from the guru? Blessings! So, Thursday is the special day of blessings. Celebrate Thursday in this
way. Keep one or another special blessing emerged in your intellect from amrit vela. There are many
blessings, but, keep one special blessing in your intellect and then check: On the day of blessings, become an
embodiment of that blessing instead of just repeating that blessing. Become an embodiment of that blessing
and continue to check for how long you remained an embodiment of that blessing. In the world, Sunday, in
particular, is a holiday. So, celebrate Sunday. Whatever weaknesses you have in your life - in your thoughts
or even in your dreams - bid farewell to them. Just as people spend these two days very well, so you also
have to especially keep this aim and its qualifications for these two days– not just the aim, but also its
qualifications in your attention. BapDada has promised all of you children to take you back home with Him.
So, what preparations do you have to make in order to return home with Him? The Father will become
bodiless in a second. However, you have made a promise and the Father has also promised that you will
return together, and so, check whether you have made preparations for that: Put a full stop in a second,
become complete and perfect and off you go! Have you made such preparations? You all want to return
with Baba, do you not? Nod if you want to return with Baba. You want to return. Achcha. Are you sure?
To put your hand in His hand means to become equal. So, check, because that time will come suddenly. So,
have you made such preparations that you can return home with Baba?
The Father loves you children and so the Father does not want to leave any one of you behind. We are
together and will remain together; we will go back together and come into the royal family in the kingdom
together. Do you agree with this? Do you? Are you ready? When you are asked whether you agree, you
raise your hands. But don’t raise your hands for this. Raise your hands if you have made your preparations!
Raise your hands high! Achcha. Would you be ready if destruction were to take place tomorrow?
However, have you finished your service? There is still service left to be done. Have you completed your
service? Has everyone received the message? Just check in your own area: have you given everyone the
message that the Father has come and that they should claim their inheritance? You are now making plans
for that. BapDada has heard that you are making plans to give the message to every home. It is good. You
have to give the message otherwise, you will receive complaints. You have made the programmes. Stand
up! You have shown plans to the Father, have you not? Stand up! (Baba made the Media people stand up.)
It is good. Finish their complaint because everything is going to happen suddenly. So, get together and put
this plan into a practical form. You can consult one another quickly. When it takes time, the enthusiasm
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reduces a little. BapDada would like this complaint of every home to finish: “The Father came and we did
not even know that the Father had come and He went away and we were deprived”. You all have
enthusiasm, do you not? Do you have enthusiasm? You have to do service and finish that complaint. When
you have enthusiasm you also receive BapDada’s help. Achcha.
All of you know what BapDada’s wishes are. For you to become equal and perfect. Always check these
two words: Am I fulfilling the Father’s hopes? BapDada considers every child to be the star of His hopes.
Every child has love for the Father. BapDada knows this. What is it that brings all of you to Madhuban?
All of you come in the train of love or the plane of love. So, the Father is pleased with the children in the
subject of children’s love for the Father. However, you also have to become complete in the two words that
Baba wants: Equal and perfect.
So, today, BapDada is seeing all the children everywhere with so much love in His heart and is
congratulating every child with love from His heart. Achcha.
It is the turn of Indore and Bhopal Zones for service: Congratulations! You like this chance to serve, do
you not? You receive the treasure of service easily. Both of the zones are also moving forward in their
efforts with zeal and enthusiasm and, in the future, too, each of you will intensify your efforts and will
continue to move forward. BapDada is pleased. In this chance, you receive the fruit of service and also the
strength of service. Where is everyone’s vision drawn to? They always look out for which zone is going to
serve. To serve in Madhuban means to receive the fruit and strength of service. So, you have done very
well. You served by being free from obstacles and gave everyone the fruit of contentment. BapDada is
pleased because you get a special chance, and so you children come to Madhuban. To come to Madhuban,
to meet such a big family and to become an instrument to serve such a big family – this too becomes a very
big fortune. Therefore, because you ate the fruit of being free from obstacles and remained content,
BapDada is especially congratulating both zones. It is good that the vision of BapDada and the family falls
on each one of you. You souls receive happiness in a practical way you receive happiness and you make
others happy, and so congratulations to both.
Security, Business and Rural Development Wings: Each one of you has brought you’re their symbol. All
of you are happy and BapDada is also happy to see each of the Wings. BapDada has seen that each Wing
has invented something new and is expanding service of their Wing. BapDada is happy to see the result of
each Wing individually. Those in the Rural Development Wing are increasing their service of farming
through the power of yoga and are making their sound reach the Government and the Government is also
pleased to see that you are benefitting souls. It is seen in each Wing, that each one is number one in service.
Baba saw the report of the Rural Wing. This is the first Wing that has given the list of those who have come
into close relationship that Baba had asked for. BapDada saw that many different types of people have
come into connection and feel that the Brahma Kumaris are now working with the Government because they
see practically how hard you work with love. All three Wings are doing service that is worthy of
congratulations. Therefore, congratulations, congratulations, congratulations! Achcha, show everyone these
puppets you have made. (The Rural Wing showed a puppet dance.) BapDada saw that everyone was very
happy to see the puppets. You are showing your happiness in the form of these puppets. A very good
detailed plan has come from the Rural Wing. You have brought it in writing, but the other two Wings are
no less. Continue to grow in this way and continue to make others grow and also continue to spread the
sound into the world: We will become the servers and make the world and Bharat in particular, into heaven,
a world of happiness. They have now begun to believe that the Brahma Kumaris have promised are now
fulfilling their promise and will definitely fulfil it at any cost. BapDada is giving all three wings individual
congratulations.
(It is the Silver Jubilee of the Business Wing.) Now only those of the business wing, stand up! You have
maintained courage, worked very hard and attained success as well. In the future too, success is your
birthright. BapDada likes it very much – BapDada saw that in each of the Wings, whether there are three
Wings or four Wings, in each turn, from the time the Wing service started, there has been expansion and
there will be expansion in the future too. BapDada is seeing this and giving congratulations in advance.
Achcha.
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1500 teachers who live in the centres have come: BapDada always remembers the teachers and gives
them love because the teachers become instruments to make every brother and sister move forward.
BapDada calls the teachers “gurubhai” (next in line to the guru). Gurubhai means equal because just as the
Father’s duty is to remain constantly busy in service, in the same way, the worthy teachers are those who are
servers, the same as the Father, and are always embodiments of success and make others into embodiments
of success. BapDada always has great love for the teachers in His heart. Why? A teacher means a constant
server, always one who makes others equal to the Father and also one who gives the introduction of the
Father to new ones and makes them experienced and worthy to claim the inheritance from the Father. So,
BapDada is pleased with the teachers. The love that the teachers have for the Father in their hearts; they fill
the students with that love and enable them to claim a right to the inheritance. The Father has hopes in each
of you teachers that you will fulfil the hopes that the Father has and reveal what the Father wants. This is
why BapDada is giving each one of you teachers multimillion-fold congratulations. He is giving you
congratulations. Achcha.
To Double Foreigners: BapDada has seen that the double foreigners are no less than the souls of Bharat in
service. BapDada is pleased to see how you are all expanding service in your own places and are also
moving forward with zeal and enthusiasm by yourselves. It is the sanskar of double foreigners that whatever
they do, they do it with zeal and enthusiasm and they complete it; and they also pay attention to their efforts.
All of you raise your hands, if you are all intense effort makers! Intense effort-makers? Achcha. Many
many congratulations on behalf of everyone also. Why? An intense effort-maker means one who fulfils
BapDada’s hopes in a practical way. So, BapDada is congratulating you for your intense efforts. You are
intense effort-makers and will always be intense effort-makers and also make others into intense effortmakers. Then, all the lands abroad will come into the list of intense effort makers. You have this record to
some extent but you still have to show this. However, BapDada is congratulating you for your efforts. You
pay attention to the murli, BapDada likes it that you have love for the murli. You also have love for
Madhuban. You have love for the murli. You have love for the family and you also have love for “My
Baba!” You are now also paying good attention to making subtle effort. BapDada has seen that child Janak
has also paid a lot of attention to the foreign countries. Although she lives here, her every class first goes
abroad. So, you are receiving very good sustenance. This is also your luck. You are both, the luckiest and
also the sweetest. Achcha.
To those who have come for the first time: There are many of you. You can wave. All of you have
reached your own home of Madhuban. BapDada is congratulating each of you children for this because you
have reached here before the final period. You have the chance of coming last and going fast. BapDada is
happy to see you children. You are welcome; so, now, make intense effort, move ahead and have the
determined thought to go ahead of all. Determination is the key to success. BapDada is giving a special gift
of the key of determination to all the children who have come here today. Never let your determination
become slack. Determination will constantly and easily enable you to move forward. BapDada is pleased:
Welcome! You have come to claim your inheritance. Many, many congratulations for this. Achcha.
BapDada is giving love from His heart and the elevated thought to move constantly forward to the whole
Brahmin family. The Father is seeing each of you children and is also merging you in His heart on seeing
you. Those who are sitting close are seeing BapDada in front of them, and the rest are seeing the Father in
front of you through the facilities. Wherever you are sitting, BapDada is also seeing you as though you are
in front of Him and is giving each of you love from His heart. Continue to move forward. Make intense
effort and continue to move ahead of all. Achcha.
To all those who are sitting in front of BapDada, love and remembrance and congratulations for constantly
moving forward. Congratulations! Congratulations! Achcha!
Dadi Janki: (Everyone is celebrating Christmas with a lot of love and everyone has sent love and
remembrance.) Give multimillion-fold greetings to everyone from BapDada. It is good. BapDada said that
you are moving ahead in service. You are doing good service. BapDada is pleased. Wherever there are
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programmes, there is success and greater success. It is good. While sitting here, you are also serving them,
and that is also good.
To Mohiniben: You will be fine. Do not run around too much, and then you will be fine. You will do
service as you progress further. You cannot remain deprived.
To Munniben: This one is also your companion. She is giving good companionship.
To Ishu Dadi: This one is an incognito protector of the Yagya. However, whatever task you do, you
maintain confidentiality. BapDada is pleased. It is good.
Par Dadi: You have become a conqueror of matter very well and are making matter work with you. You
remain happy and this is why your happiness does service.
To Rukmaniben: You don’t get tired in service because this one’s happiness actually finishes tiredness.
Achcha.
Dadi Janki: (Dadi Janki asked BapDada whether she should go to London and Germany in January as they
are calling her.) BapDada is simply asking you not to have any limitations that you don’t have to go.
Definitely go wherever there is a need. (Those from Bombay are also calling me a lot; should I go to
Bombay?) Yes, Go definitely! It doesn’t matter if you go where you see there is a need. Do not go
everywhere, but go wherever there is a need. (I didn’t go to Bhuvaneshvar and they are remembering me a
lot.) That is in the past now. Now, you are not forbidden to go to a place where you feel it is necessary. Do
not keep yourself in bondage, remain free! It is not good to keep yourself in bondage that you don’t want to
go anywhere. Ever-ready! It doesn’t matter if you go to a place where there is a need. (Everyone is
thinking that sometimes you say “Yes” and sometimes you say “No”.) No, BapDada is saying this. Do not
keep yourself in strict bondage that you are not going to go, that you don’t want to do something. (It is a
thought, not a bondage.) Your thought will be fulfilled. (Nirwairbhai also doesn’t go anywhere.) He
doesn’t go because of his health. (Dadi should also now not travel because of her health). No, she can go,
but she has kept herself in bondage not to go.
To Rameshbhai: Is your health OK? (Now the studio is nearing completion.) Very good. That will also
do service. As you get it ready, programmes will continue to take place. It is good. Think of a way to look
after your health because you have many responsibilities. (I also do not go anywhere because of my health.)
Do not have any restrictions to go or not to go. If you have to go and it is necessary, then the body will also
co-operate. Where there is a need you will receive help. When you see that it is possible, then do not say
“No”. If your body is working fine, then you should go. Sometimes, if it is very bad, that is a different
matter. However, if you are able to go, then, by doing service, there is happiness. That is also a medicine.
They become so happy. You receive the nourishment of their happiness.
*** OM SHANTI***
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